








BATTERY
Displays an estimate of the battery strength that remains before requiring a recharge. 
A fully charged battery (100%) will show 6 bars. Please remember to charge your battery 
when it is on it’s last bar. As the battery depletes, the strength of the motor will get 
weaker.

GEAR
The gear can be toggled from Gear 1 to Gear 3, by pressing on SPEED+ or SPEED-. The gear can be toggled from Gear 1 to Gear 3, by pressing on SPEED+ or SPEED-. 

Each gear setting will give a different level of acceleration and maxium speed.

Gear 1: Slow Acceleration 
Gear 2: Medium Acceleration
Gear 3: Fastest Acceleration

DISTANCE
This serves as an ODOMETER that keeps track of the total distance accumulated on the 
scooter. It can also show other settings, refer to OPERATION page.scooter. It can also show other settings, refer to OPERATION page.

SPEED
This serves as a Speed Meter which will display the current speed you are travelling 
at, in KM/H.

FAULTY DISPLAY
When there are faults in the electric scooter, the meter will display a signal to inform you.

  indicates faulty brake
    indicates faulty motor
  indicates faulty hand wheel
  indicates faulty control



ON/OFF BUTTON: Toggle Display Settings and OFF/ON

Hold the ON/OFF Button for 2 Seconds to turn the scooter OFF or ON.

Pressing the ON/OFF Button for 0.5 Seconds will show different display settings:

DIS: Current mileage accumulated. Can be reset by holding the (SPEED+) button.
ODO: Total accumulated mileage since riding the scooter. This can not be reset.
VOL: Displays the current battery voltage.
RPM:RPM: Displays the motor speed.
TIME: Shows how long the scooter has been turned on for.

CUSTOMISE SETTINGS 

Holding onto (SPEED+) and (SPEED-) buttons at the same time will bring up the
customization screen. Here, you can set the pressure point, wheel diameter and 
tachometer signal.

These options should not be adjusted if you are uncertain.

Press the ON/OFF button for 0.5 seconds to toggle between the settings, and press Press the ON/OFF button for 0.5 seconds to toggle between the settings, and press 
(SPEED+) or (SPEED-) buttons to change the settings.

Once done with the adjustments, hold both (SPEED+) and (SPEED-) buttons to save 
the settings.

Standard parameters for Meter ZA011: P0 (21.5) P1 (08) P2 (09) P3 (001) P4 (0).


